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REPORT WRITER ENGINE 46.02.7 RELEASE NOTES 
The following feature enhancements and bug fixes have been applied as a part of the 
Report Writer Engine version 46.02.7 release. 

NEW FEATURES AND ENHANCEMENTS  

 

 

Styles
Added a "Label" style to display tables for easier formatting.

Excel

 

 

Land/Sales Grids
Added: Min, Max, Average and Median for top and bottom rows of Comp Summary tables. Users 
will need to click the Toggle Display button to property format the table.

Excel
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Sales/Lease Grids
Added more property type-specific rows and fields; including Office/Warehouse In Comp Sheets.

Excel

 

 

 

Sales/Lease Grids
Added Totals and Averages lines for Lease and unit details in Comp Sheets.

Excel

 

 

All Grids
If comps are assigned to the Job in Job Manager, when the subject is imported, the assigned 
comp IDs will be available to copy to the Add/Arrange Comps form.

Excel
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Market/Submarket
Added clearer instructions for necessary fields before importing REIS data. If fields are missing, 
instructions will format to RED.

Excel

 

 

Site/Rent Roll
Added new "Area in Flood Zone" N1DB field to the Site worksheet and "No. of Tenants" / "SF 
Leased" N1DB fields to the Rent Roll worksheet.

Excel

 

 

Expense Grid
The Expense Grid has been simplified to require less formatting. Now the Total amount will 
always be displayed with options to display the /SF, / Unit and % EGI columns for Comps. Expense 
Category rows will now auto/Show/Hide dependent if there is any data in that row.

Excel
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Invoice Template
The Invoice template has been reformatted to a more modern style and fits on one page.

Word

 

 

 

For more information regarding the Valuation Excel Model and Engine functionality, please see our documentation. 
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HOW TO UPDATE A CUSTOMIZED TEMPLATE 

Lightbox suggests completing any customizations on a custom sheet, so you can take advantage of the Valuation_Model 
feature enhancements.  

If utilizing a custom workbook, we suggest using the Merge Workbooks utility and merging the following: 

 File Info 

 Market Area 

 Market Analytics 

 Submarket Analytics 

 Land Grid 

 Sales Grid 

 Expense Grid 

 Lease Grid 

 Rent Roll 

 Cap and Multipliers 

 Inc/Exp 

 

BUG FIXES 

Demographics
Demographics will now properly import regardless of the order of the provided data.

Excel

 

Improvements
Added range names to allow for parking fields to import properly even when there is only a 
summary record in the subject property.

Excel

 

Rent Roll
Corrected an issue where Market Rent was incorrectly multiplied in the PGI table for unit lease 
spaces.

Excel

 

WHAT’S NEXT? 

LightBox is working on some great new features to increase your efficiency and quality of your reports. 

o Scope: Import scope of work from the Job Manager’s details 
o Income-Expense Summary: Apply a projection percentage for Projections. 
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INTRODUCING LIGHTBOX VALUATION: 

LightBox Valuation is a revolutionary end-to-end workflow solution that helps valuation professionals win 
more engagements, research property & market data, and write high-quality appraisal reports. This product 
integrates core elements of many standalone LightBox applications (e.g. LandVision, RIMS Central, Narrative1, 
PARCEL, etc.) to create a single seamless experience, which is unrivaled in the market. 

Contact valuation@lightboxre.com to request a demo of LightBox Valuation.  
 


